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1
Transmuting John Gower: Elias Ashmole’s Hermetic Reading of Gower’s Jason and the
Golden Fleece1

In the Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum
(1652), Elias Ashmole (1617–1692)
includes annotations for the fourteenthcentury trilingual English poet John
Gower’s (c. 1330–1408) section on
alchemy in Book IV of the Confessio
Amantis (see fig. 1).2 Ashmole also
argues for a hermetic reading of Gower’s
story of Jason and the Golden Fleece in
Book V of the Confessio Amantis. In his
own time, Gower was a poet using
alchemical knowledge (specifically the
Figure 1: Ashmole, Theatrum Chemicum
Britannicum, p. 485. Image reproduced by
permission of the Rare Book and Special
Collections Division, The Library of Congress,
Washington, D. C.

transmutation of base metals into gold)
to make moral points about human
fallibility and practice, attributing the

failure of alchemy to postlapsarian decline and the inability of contemporary readers to

1

I would like to thank the Rare Book and Special Collections Division, The Library
of Congress in Washington, D. C. for granting permission with their image reproduction. I
would also like to thank the anonymous peer reviewer for their invaluable feedback.
Elias Ashmole titles this section John Gower Concerning the Philosopher’s Stone.
He extracts this section without explaining its context in Book IV of the Confessio Amantis
and focuses instead on its alchemical content. See Ashmole’s annotations in Theatrum
Chemicum Britannicum (London, 1652), 368–73.
2
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understand the wisdom and knowledge of the ancients.3 Moreover, Gower uses alchemy in
this section as an ideal yet unattainable remedy to Sloth, which is the focus of Book IV, and
the exegesis occurs as a dialogue between Genius and Amans rather than extolling Gower’s
personal views about alchemy.
Gower was most likely not a practicing alchemist, although Ashmole seemed to think
so.4 Instead, the poet was more interested in using alchemy as a model for exemplary labor.5

3

For more criticism and analyses of the alchemical section in Book IV of the
Confessio Amantis, see R. F. Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic: The Search for a New Arion
(Cambridge, UK: D. S. Brewer, 1990), 165–8; George G. Fox, The Mediaeval Sciences in the
Works of John Gower (New York: Haskell House, 1966), 114ff; Stanton J. Linden, Darke
Hierogliphicks: Alchemy in English Literature from Chaucer to the Restoration (Lexington:
University of Kentucky Press, 1996), 57–9; and more recently Clare Fletcher, “‘The science
of himself of trewe’: Alchemy in John Gower’s Confessio Amantis,” South Atlantic Review
79:3–4 (2015): 118–31; Stephanie L. Batkie, “‘Of the parfite medicine’: Merita Perpetuata in
Gower’s Vernacular Poetry,” in John Gower, Trilingual Poet: Language, Tradition, and
Translation, ed. Elisabeth Dutton, John Hines, and R. F. Yeager (Woodbridge, UK: Boydell
& Brewer, 2010), 157–68; Matthew W. Irvin, The Poetic Voices of John Gower: Politics and
Personae in the Confessio Amantis (Cambridge, UK: D.S. Brewer, 2014), 195–7; Theodore
Ziolkowski, The Alchemist in Literature: From Antiquity to the Present (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2015), 33–4; Karla Taylor, “Inside and Out in Gower’s Republic of
Letters,” in John Gower, Trilingual Poet, 169–181 (170, 173); and Elizabeth Allen, “Chaucer
Answers Gower: Constance and the Trouble with Reading,” ELH 64:3 (1997): 627–55;
Steele Nowlin, “Gower’s Chronicles of Invention: Historiography and Productive Poetry in
Book 4 of the Confessio Amantis,” Modern Philology 110 (2012): 182–201; Robert Epstein,
“Dismal Science: Chaucer and Gower on Alchemy and Economy,” Studies in the Age of
Chaucer 36 (2014): 209–48; and Curtis Runstedler, “John Gower’s Alchemical Afterlife in
Elias Ashmole’s Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum (1652),” Neophilologus 104:2 (2020):
263–81. Referring to the alchemical section, Russell A. Peck comments that it is “ironic that
the discussion of Somnolence should follow so tedious a section of the poem.” See Peck’s
comments in Gower, Confessio Amantis, 2nd edition, ed. Peck with Latin translations by
Andrew Galloway, TEAMS Middle English Texts Series (Kalamazoo, MI: Medieval Institute
Publications, 2006): vol. 2, 36 https://d.lib.rochester.edu/teams/text/peck-gower-confessioamantis-volume-2-introduction. All subsequent Confessio Amantis quotes refer to the
TEAMS/ METS edition unless otherwise stated. Compare Peck, “Gower and Science,” in
The Routledge Research Companion to John Gower, ed. Ana Saez-Hidalgo, Brian Gastle,
and R. F. Yeager (Abington: Routledge, 2017), 172–96.
See Linden, Darke Hierogliphicks, 59. Linden suggests that Gower’s alchemical
knowledge appears more extensive than Chaucer’s, but rightly disregards Ashmole’s claim
that Gower was a master of alchemy.
4

I suggest that the idea of alchemical labor stems from Gower’s reflections on labor
from earlier in Book IV: “Labor with the hands is productive, so that in daily life and actions
5
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Commenting on the “Canon’s Yeoman’s
Tale” and Gower’s alchemical section in
his annotations for Chaucer, Ashmole
describes Gower as a master adept: “Now
as Concerning Chaucer (the Author of
this Tale) he is ranked amongst the
Hermetick Philosophers, and his Master
in this Science was Sir John Gower.”6 He
further explicates upon this idea in his
annotations for the Confessio Amantis:

Figure 2: Ashmole, Theatrum Chemicum
Britannicum, p. 484. Image reproduced by
permission of the Rare Book and Special
Collections Division, The Library of Congress,
Washington, D. C.
This Piece is the Worke of Sir John Gower, and collected out of his Booke De
Confessione Amantis. He is placed in the Regester of our Hermetique Philosophers:
and one that adopted into the Inheritance of this Mistry, our famous English Poet,
Geoffrey Chaucer. In this litle Fragment, it appears he fully understood the Secret,

a man might be able to live. But he who bears labors in the mind for the sake of wisdom
prevails, obtaining perpetual merit” (233, n. 1). Labor within an alchemical context, then, is
both a practical and mental endeavor. The physical component of alchemical craft is important,
but the aspiring alchemist’s most crucial form of labor is their mental labor through reading
and understanding, and thus yielding “perpetual merit.”
6

Ashmole, Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum, 470.
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for he gives you a faithful account of the Properties of the Mineral, Vegitable, and
Animal Stones, and Affirms the Art to be true (see fig. 2).7
Ashmole places both Chaucer and Gower among the “Hermetick Philosophers” as well as
erroneously suggesting that Gower was Chaucer’s alchemical master.8 Ashmole attributes
Gower’s alchemical mastery to his knowledge of the three alchemical Stones (the Vegetable,
Mineral, and Animal Stones) and Gower’s comments that “This Craft is wrought by wey of
kinde; / So that there is no fallace in” and “The Science of himselfe is trew: / Uppon the
forme as it was founded.”9 In the Prolegomena of the Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum,

7

Ashmole, Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum, 484.

For more on Ashmole’s erroneous reading of Gower as Chaucer’s alchemical
master, see Runstedler, “John Gower’s Alchemical Afterlife in Elias Ashmole’s Theatrum
Chemicum Britannicum (1652),” 263–81. In this article, I argue that an alchemical
relationship between Chaucer and Gower, which is very unlikely, is likely due to their
reception within alchemical circles and the transmission of the early printed book in
Renaissance England. For similar recent readings of the alchemical relationship between
Chaucer and Gower, see notably Robert M. Schuler, “The Renaissance Chaucer as
Alchemist,” Viator 15 (1984): 305–34. Compare Brian Gastle, “Chaucer and Gower,” in The
Routledge Research Companion to John Gower, 296–312.
8

9

According to the Latin marginalia, the Vegetable Stone preserves health, the Animal
Stone “fortifies the limbs and the senses,” and the Mineral Stone (or Philosopher’s Stone)
“purifies all metals and leads them into its own perfection by its natural power.” See Gower,
Confessio Amantis, vol. 2, IV.2534ff, and Peck’s annotations (326). The idea of three
alchemical stones instead of the singular Philosopher’s Stone is mentioned elsewhere as well.
Robert Steele points out that this idea also appears in John Lydgate and Benedict de Burgh’s
Secrees of Old Philosoffres and the Rosarium Philosophorum. See Steele, Lydgate and
Burgh’s Secrees of Old Philosoffres: A Version of the Secreta Secretorum, ed. Steele, EETS,
es, 66 (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner & Co., 1894), 93. Ashmole reads the excerpts
as Gower’s validation of alchemy. In the context of Book IV, however, Genius claims that
alchemy works, but only the ancient alchemists were successful. Epstein similarly points out
that “the science itself is true, but we cannot recover it to the modern world.” See Epstein,
“Dismal Science,” 232. Compare Gower, IV.2598-9 and IV.2508-9. Lauren Kassell suggests
that Ashmole’s endorsement of Gower’s alchemical knowledge is based on his criteria for
determining the veracity of an alchemical text. The criteria include “accuracy of its contents,
the history of the text, and the circumstances of its composition.” See Kassell, “Reading for
the Philosopher’s Stone,” in Books and the Sciences in History, ed. Marina Frasca-Spada and
Nick Jardine (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 132–50 (140).
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Ashmole states that the Mineral Stone can “convert the basest of Metalls into perfect Gold
and Silver; Flints into all manner of Precious Stones; and many more Experiments of the like
nature” and then proceeds to describe the Vegetable and Animal Stones as well as the
Angelic Stone.10 In addition to this, he stresses that the “Minerall Stone” can only be acquired
“if the full virtue thereof were knowne,” drawing parallels between Gower’s reading of the
Stone and his own.11 Moreover, Ashmole also comments on the ancient alchemists as “being
lovers of Wisdome more than Worldly Wealth,” echoing Gower’s praise of ancient
knowledge. It is the alchemist’s wisdom and moral well-being that function as prerequisites
for the Stone. As Stephanie L. Batkie puts it, the Stone is the “reward for labor and a
continual reproduction of labor itself.”12 Ideally, the Stone removes all vice and corruption
from the individual. It is that very philosophical belief that alchemists must pursue rather than
the greedy and uneconomic fools who currently practice in Gower’s age. Ironically, Gower’s
work had fallen out of print by the seventeenth century, and Ashmole is the first since the
mid-sixteenth century to include his alchemical section in his compendium.13

Ashmole, “Prolegomena,” in Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum, sig. Bv. Matthew
D. Rogers entertains the notion that this Stone may have been a psychoactive drug, but this
seems unlikely. See Rogers, “The Angelic Stone of Elias Ashmole,” Aries 5:1 (2005): 61–90
(86).
10

11

Ashmole, “Prolegomena,” in Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum, sig. Bv.

12

Batkie, “Merita Perpetuata,” 161.

Gower’s Confessio Amantis was printed twice under Henry VIII, but it was not
published again until the nineteenth century. For more scholarship on Gower’s literary
decline and reception in early modern England, see Helen Cooper, “‘This worthy olde
writer’: Pericles and Other Gowers, 1592–1640,” in A Companion to Gower, ed. Siân Echard
(Cambridge, UK: D. S. Brewer, 2004), 99–114; Siân Echard, “Gower in Print,” in A
Companion to Gower, 115–36; N. W. Gilroy Scott, “John Gower’s Reputation: Literary
Allusions from the Early Fifteenth Century to the Time of Pericles,” The Yearbook of English
Studies 1 (1971): 30–47; Andrew Higl, “Printing Power: Selling Lydgate, Gower, and
Chaucer,” Essays in Medieval Studies 23 (2006): 57–77; Tim William Machan, “Thomas
Berthelet and Gower’s Confessio,” Studies in the Age of Chaucer 18 (1996): 143–66; and
Robert R. Edwards, “Gower’s Reception, 1400–1700,” in The Routledge Research
Companion to John Gower, 197–209.
13
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Elsewhere in his annotations for the Confessio Amantis, Ashmole suggests a hermetic
reading of Gower’s exemplum of Jason and the Golden Fleece: “He was an eminent poet, and
hath written the story of the Golden Fleece, like an Hermetique Philosopher: which
Philosophicall veine is to be traced through severall other parts of his Works” (see fig. 1).14 It
is this passage that will be the starting point of discussion for this article. At first glance, there
appears to be no explicit evidence of alchemical imagery in Gower’s Jason exemplum, and
indeed most Gower scholars tend to dismiss this reading as a Renaissance misunderstanding
or overlook it entirely.15 Upon closer inspection, however, there is genuine evidence for
reading the story as an alchemical allegory, and moreover it connects to the Renaissance
tradition of reading classical stories as alchemical as well as Genius’s view of alchemy as an
ideal form of human labor in Book IV of the Confessio Amantis.16
This story can be read as a Hermetic allegory, I argue, connecting to the early modern
hermetic readings of Jason and the Golden Fleece. While Gower most likely did not intend
for this story to be read as alchemical, it can be read as such, with Jason representing the
aspiring alchemist, Medea an alchemical master, and the Golden Fleece the Philosopher’s
Stone.17 Furthermore, I analyze how this reading is consistent with the reading of alchemy in

14

Ashmole, Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum, 485.

Fox rightly comments that there is no trace of Hermetic philosophy in Gower’s tale
of Jason and the Golden Fleece, but there was clearly enough fertile material for Ashmole to
make such a claim. See Fox, The Mediaeval Sciences, 119. Compare Schuler, “Renaissance
Chaucer as Alchemist,” 307, n. 7. Schuler similarly dismisses Ashmole’s reading of Gower’s
alchemical mastery as a “Renaissance error.”
15

Ashmole’s mentor William Backhouse also examined the alchemical allegory of
Jason and the Golden Fleece in his poem The Magistery. See C. H. Josten, “William
Backhouse of Swallowfield,” Ambix 4:1–2 (1949): 1–33. Josten includes his translation of the
poem in his article.
16

17

Antoine Faivre also suggests that Medea is a healing figure through her knowledge
of the metals. See Faivre, The Golden Fleece and Alchemy (Albany: SUNY Press, 1993), 22.
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Book IV of the poem, where Genius depicts this science as ideal albeit unattainable. I also
illustrate the hermetic aspects of John Gower’s tale as well as reassess Ashmole’s reading of
it. Consequently, this reading provides insights into Gower’s alchemical afterlife in early
modern England and the promises of alchemical transmutation and its practices.

Alchemy in Book IV of the Confessio Amantis
Before proceeding to the hermetic reading of Gower’s story of Jason and the Golden Fleece, I
will first briefly discuss Ashmole’s Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum as well as the role of
alchemy in Book IV of the Confessio Amantis. Gower’s literary reputation appears to be in
decline with general audiences by the seventeenth century. Ashmole’s annotations reveal,
however, that Gower’s alchemy was still valued, and moreover, he was considered a true
adept.
Gower’s alchemical verse in the Confessio Amantis also provides evidence for
Ashmole’s reading of Gower as an alchemical adept.18 The Confessio Amantis features eight
books, each of which identify one of the Seven Deadly Sins told through a series of exempla
as part of a lover’s confession to Genius, a chaplain of Venus. Gower identifies alchemy as
the remedy for Sloth, which is the sin addressed in Book IV. For Gower, alchemy represents
the ideal form of labor, which contemporary alchemists have lost sight of and thus remains
unattainable in his current age.19 Gower attributes this failure of alchemical success to
postlapsarian decline, although he still recognizes it as the gateway to perfection.20

Compare Runstedler, “John Gower’s Alchemical Afterlife in Elias Ashmole’s
Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum (1652),” 269–80.
18

19

Fox, The Mediaeval Sciences, 131.

20

For more on the medieval idea of the postlapsarian decline, see James M. Dean, The
World Grown Old in Later Medieval Literature (Cambridge, MA: Medieval Academy of
America, 1997), 250.
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Despite the shortcomings of contemporary alchemists in his own time, Gower explicitly
praises the success of the ancient alchemists, who were predominantly from the classical and
Arabic worlds:
Of Grek, Arabe and of Caldee,
Thei were of such Auctorite
That thei ferst founden out the weie
Of al that thou hast herd me seie. (IV.2627–30)
For Gower, these ancient alchemists possessed the “Auctorite” and knowledge to succeed
with alchemy, and they established the art of alchemy as a form of ideal labor (“founden out
the weie”). Although the “science of himself is trewe” (IV.2598), these ways have now been
lost through a lack of knowledge and textual understanding, however, thus he turns to the
wisdom of the ancients for clarity. Gower’s alchemical section further reveals a conventional
understanding of alchemy as a theory and practice:
Bot hou that metall cam a place
Thurgh mannes wit and goddes grace
The route of Philosophres wise
Controeveden be sondri wise,
Ferst forto gete it out of Myne,
And after forto trie and fyne.
And also with gret diligence
Thei founden thilke experience,
Which cleped Alconomie,
Whereof the Selver multiplie
Thei made and ek the gold also. (IV.2451–61)

https://scholarworks.wmich.edu/accessus/vol6/iss2/3
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Gower recognizes that alchemy is achieved through “mannes wit and goddes grace,” yet it is
also a very practical science, involving extracting metals from the mine and refining them
(“Ferst foroto gete it out of Myne, / And after forto trie and fyne”), resulting in the creation of
precious metals and the Philosopher’s Stone. Through a process of productive labor via the
alchemical process, the ancient philosophers could also “multiply” gold and silver. As noted
earlier, Gower also mentions the three alchemical Stones, which Ashmole cites as evidence
of his mastery of alchemy. Among the Stones, which each have their own value, the
Philosopher’s Stone is the most powerful: “This ston hath pouer to profite” (IV.2572). The
science works, and it has the potential to profit the alchemist economically and
philosophically through the practice of manual labor, but these secrets remain inaccessible
and unknowable due to postlapsarian decline.

Gower and the Golden Fleece
When comparing the alchemical
passages featured in Book IV of the
Confessio Amantis and Ashmole’s
annotations, there is evidence between
them and Gower’s tale of Jason and the
Golden Fleece as being hermetic. Not
only do they both contain alchemical
references, but they also endorse alchemy
as the optimal form of industriousness,
which Jason manages to achieve through
Figure 3: Ashmole, Theatrum Chemicum
Britannicum, p. 212. Image reproduced by
permission of the Rare Book and Special
Collections Division, The Library of Congress,
Washington, D. C.
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previously, it is also important to remember that Gower does not include explicitly
alchemical content in his tale and likely did not intend for it to be read as such. Gower’s
Jason tale draws from Benoît de Sainte-Maure’s Roman de Troie (ll.715–2078) as well as
Ovid’s Metamorphoses (VII.1–424).21 In Gower’s version, Jason travels to Colchis in search
of the legendary Golden Fleece. He meets Medea and she falls in love with him. She offers to
help him overcome the various obstacles guarding the Golden Fleece, but in return he must
agree to marry her when he completes his quest. He agrees to the contract. He wins the
Fleece with her help, and she restores his father’s youth using her magic. Despite her
extraordinary acts of love and their oath, however, he ends up breaching the contract by
marrying another woman. In her anger, Medea kills his wife and their two children. The story
occurs in Book V of the Confessio Amantis, which specifically focuses on the sin of perjury
(a subsection of Avarice, the sin addressed in Book V), which Jason is guilty of. The purpose
of the story in Gower’s original context is to show the consequences of perjury and breaking
oaths in love’s name, which will not go unpunished: “Thus might thou se what sorwe it doth /
To swere an oth which is noght soth, / In loves cause namely” (V.4223–5). R. F. Yeager
suggests that as a “conjuror of hearts, Jason transmutes love with his perjured vow, not
cosmic laws.”22 Ironically, Ashmole reads Gower’s Jason as transmuting base metals into
gold. As I will show, he does not necessarily overlook the love transmutation, since the

Gower was aware of Guido’s tale of Jason as well but follows Benoît and Ovid with
the story here to fit his exemplary framework. He follows Benoît until Jason returns from
Greece, and then follows Ovid. See Peck’s comments in Confessio Amantis, vol. 3, 407.
Compare G. C. Macaulay’s comments in Gower, The English Works, ed. G. C. Macaulay,
EETS, es, 81, 2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1899–1902), vol. 2, 497, and Yeager, John
Gower’s Poetic, 122. For recent translations of Benoît’s tale and Ovid’s tale, see Benoît, The
Roman de Troie by Benoît de Sainte-Maure: A Translation, trans. Glyn Burgess and Douglas
Kelly (Cambridge, UK: D. S. Brewer, 2017), 53–126, and Ovid, Metamorphoses, trans. A. D.
Melville (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986), VII.1–424, 144–53.
21

22

Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 120.
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relationship between Jason and Medea (in terms of exchanging marital oaths and vowing to
keep the contract), or their “chymical marriage” is central to obtaining the Philosopher’s
Stone. Gower presents a more sympathetic version of Medea, one who truly represents “Hou
the women deceived are, / Whan thei so tendre herte bere” (V.3236–7). Medea is truly
deceived, having placed so much faith and trust in her relationship with Jason, and only for
him to break that trust.23 Gower’s Medea is particularly unusual for a medieval portrayal
because he reviews her virtues (V.4175–84) before disaster strikes.24 Moreover, as Katherine
Heavey argues, Gower emphasizes Medea’s unrequited love.25 The fault is entirely Jason’s in
Gower’s version; it is Jason who is unfaithful; it is Jason who breaks the oath between them;
and Jason who commits perjury. Medea is portrayed as unusually pious in Gower’s version,
showing mutual consent and keeping her vows, which was indicative of binding and true
marriage in the medieval world.26 Yet, as Ruth Morse points out, the tragedy of Jason and
Medea is that “the apparent safety of ‘romance’ was a mirage.”27

Compare Natalie Grinnell, “Medea’s Humanity and John Gower’s Romance,”
Medieval Perspectives 14 (1999): 70–83.
23

24

Peck, Confessio Amantis, vol. 3, 408.

25

Katherine Heavey, The Early Modern Medea: Medea in English Literature, 1558–
1688 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 22.
Peck, Confessio Amantis, vol. 3, 408. For more on Gower’s Medea, see Ruth
Morse, The Medieval Medea (Woodbridge, UK: Boydell & Brewer, 1996), 222–4; Heavey,
“‘Foule appetite’: Sexualizing Medea in the Middle Ages,” Postgraduate English 17 (2008):
1–27 (7–9); Derek Pearsall, “Gower’s Narrative Art”, PMLA 81:7 (1966): 475–84 (481–2);
Heavey, The Early Modern Medea, 34–40; Joel Nicholas Feimer, “The Figure of Medea in
Medieval Literature,” University of New York, Ph. D. Dissertation, 1983, 287–92; Yeager,
John Gower’s Poetic, 119–22; Ellen Shaw Bakalian, Aspects of Love in John Gower’s
Confessio Amantis (New York: Routledge, 2004), 85–100; and Bruce Halbert, “Lessons from
the Great Clerk: Ovid and John Gower,” in Ovid Renewed: Ovidian Influences on Literature
and Art from the Middle Ages to the Twentieth Century, ed. Charles Martindale (Cambridge,
UK: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 83–98 (93–7). Compare Diane Purkiss, “Medea in
the English Renaissance,” in Medea in Performance 1500–2000, ed. Edith Hall, Fiona
Macintosh, and Oliver Taplin (Oxford: Legenda, 2000), 32–48.
26

27

Morse, The Medieval Medea, 224.
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The moral of Gower’s story is essentially “All that glitters is not gold”; despite the
attractiveness of Jason’s quest and relationship with Medea (especially in light of everything
she has done for him, including keeping her vows, healing his father, and helping him acquire
the Fleece), he chooses the Fleece and another woman (Creusa) over Medea, greed over love.
Jason is greedy and takes what he can get, but he is ultimately left with nothing. Yet Ashmole
does not mention Jason’s perjury and its consequences in his annotations; instead, he appears
more interested in the story’s potential for hermetic allegory.
Jason’s story as alchemical follows a late medieval/Renaissance humanist tradition of
reading classical stories as alchemical; other stories that were read as alchemical include the
story of Midas.28 The story of Jason and the Golden Fleece was commonly read as an
alchemical allegory.29 In the early sixteenth century, Giovanni Aurelio Augurello completed
the alchemical Chrysopoeia, which he dedicated to Pope Leo X, in Venice in 1515.30
Augurello’s Chrysopoeia features numerous alchemical readings of classical tales, including
the story of Jason and the Argonauts,31 and functions as a remedy against greed for gold and

28

In the fourteenth century, Petrus Bonus encouraged his readers to search for
alchemical allegories in classical stories such as Jason and the Argonauts and the story of the
Minotaur. See Jonathan Hughes, The Rise of Alchemy in Fourteenth-Century England:
Plantagenet Kings and the Search for the Philosopher’s Stone (London: Continuum, 2012),
50, and Zweder von Martels, “Augurello’s Chrysopoeia (1515): A Turning Point in the
Literary Tradition for Alchemical Texts,” Early Science and Medicine 5:2 (2000), 185. This
tradition predates the late Middle Ages, however. Edgar Hill Duncan points out that the
notion of Jason’s Golden Fleece as alchemical dates back even further to the tenth century,
and Faivre observes that the tradition of applying alchemical allegories to classical stories
dates to late antiquity. See Duncan, “Jonson’s Alchemist and the Literature of Alchemy,”
PMLA 61:3 (1946): 699–710 (703); and Faivre, The Golden Fleece and Alchemy, 16.
29

William R. Newman, Newton the Alchemist: Science, Enigma, and the Quest for
Nature’s “Secret Fire” (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2019), 11.
30

Faivre, The Golden Fleece and Alchemy, 19.

31

Thorndike, A History of Magic and Experimental Science, vol. 5, 535, and more
recently von Martels, “Augurello’s Chrysopoeia,” 178–95. Pope Leo X allegedly gave
Augurello an empty purse as a reward since he would have made enough gold as it was from
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his positive portrayal of alchemy is meant to benefit humankind.32 Augurello’s poem
popularized the view, however, that the Golden Fleece was not a literal sheep, but instead an
alchemical text written on vellum.33
Augurello’s Chrysopoeia was not the only popular alchemical reading of Jason during
this time. Salomon Trismosin, the alleged teacher of Paracelsus, notably wrote the Aureum
vellus (Golden Fleece) in 1598–9 and that work became immensely popular.34 Giovanni Pico
della Mirandola also notably practiced alchemy and wrote an alchemical exegesis of the
Argonautica titled De Auro.35 In the seventeenth century, Michael Maier also provides a

his alchemy, yet von Martels reveals that this story is untrue. See Faivre, The Golden Fleece
and Alchemy, 19; von Martels, “The Chrysopoeia (1515) of Ioannes Aurelius Augurellus and
the Importance of Alchemy around 1500,” Studi umanistici piceni 13 (1993), 121–30 (124);
and von Martels, “The Allegorical Meaning of the Chrysopoeia by Ioannes Aurelius
Augurellus,” in Acta Conventus Neo-Latini Hafniensis. Proceedings of the Eight
International Congress of Neo-Latin Studies, Copenhagen 12 August to 17 August 1991, ed.
Rhoda Schnur et al. (Binghamton: Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies, 1994), 979–
88 (979).
Von Martels, “Augurello’s Chrysopoeia,” 182, 190. Faivre identifies three types of
readings for the Golden Fleece: firstly, the literal sheepskin with Golden Fleece (the hairs on
its body function as a sieve to collect the gold particles); secondly, it was a book on alchemy;
and thirdly, it was a “means by which one could write on parchments in gold letters”. See
Faivre, The Golden Fleece and Alchemy, 15. Ben Jonson notably satirizes the alchemical
Jason allegory in The Alchemist (1610): “[…] I have a piece of Jason’s fleece, too, / Which
was no other than a book of alchemy, / Writ in large sheepskin, a good fat ram-vellum.” See
Jonson, The Alchemist and Other Plays, ed. Gordon Campbell (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1998), 2.1.89–91, 237. For more on the role of Jason’s Fleece in The Alchemist, see
Supriya Chaudhuri, “Jason’s Fleece: The Source of Sir Epicure Mammon’s Allegory,” The
Review of English Studies 35:137 (1984): 71–3.
32

Thomas Willard, “The Metamorphoses of Metals: Ovid and the Alchemists,” in
Metamorphosis: The Changing Face of Ovid in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, ed.
Alison Keith and Stephen Rupp (Toronto: Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies,
2007), 156–8 (156). I contend that Augurello’s error was likely a misunderstanding of his
source material or a translation problem.
33

34

Lyndy Abraham, A Dictionary of Alchemical Imagery (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 1998), 88.
35

Faivre, The Golden Fleece and Alchemy, 19.
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hermetic reading of Jason and the Golden Fleece in Symbola aureę mensę duodecim
nationum, which was printed in 1617 in Frankfurt. According to Sean Martin, Maier’s fleece
signifies the “golden state of the alchemist upon completion of the work,” which is also
comparable to Ashmole’s reading of Gower’s tale.36 Moreover, he also viewed the alchemical
Fleece as a “supreme medicine for the human body,” suggesting its healing and restorative
properties as well.37 George Starkey also wrote a treatise entitled Clavis, which mentions the
chief substances discussed in the Jason allegory.38 The popularity of the Golden Fleece
alchemical exegesis during this time was widespread and enduringly popular.
In Gower’s tale, Jason represents the aspiring alchemical adept, the Golden Fleece is
the final product of his transmutation, and Medea is his alchemical master. The Golden
Fleece appears as a literal sheep in the story: “Ther was a schiep, as it was told, / The which
his flees bar al of gold” (V.3270-1). Ashmole’s reading of the Jason myth is also noteworthy
since it validates the possibility of alchemical transmutation, even if perjurious Jason
squanders it away.39 Gower describes Jason as the best of the best:
[…] the which in every lond
Alle othre passede of his hond
In Armes, so that he the beste
36

Sean Martin, Alchemy and Alchemists (Harpenden: Kamera Books, 2015), 128.

37

Faivre, The Golden Fleece and Alchemy, 24. For a brief survey of Renaissance
alchemists who read Jason’s story as Hermetic, see 17–31.
38

Newman points out that the treatise is erroneously attributed to Sir Isaac Newton
rather than George Starkey. See Newman, Newton the Alchemist, 25. Compare Dobbs,
Foundations of Newton’s Alchemy, 133–34, 175–86, 229–30, and Linden (ed.), The Alchemy
Reader: From Hermes Trismegistus to Isaac Newton (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University
Press, 2003), 243–7. For more on Starkey’s authorship, see Newman, “Newton’s Clavis as
Starkey’s Key,” Isis 78:4 (1987): 564–74.
This reading is also consistent with Gower’s view of the alchemists since it was the
philosophers or alchemists in former times (e.g. the classical world) who were successful
rather than contemporary practitioners.
39
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Was named and the worthieste. (V.3257–60)
Morality aside (as the tale reveals), Jason is the worthiest and best of men, suggesting that he
meets the ideal prerequisites for alchemical experimentation since only the best alchemists
will succeed. Thomas Norton (1433–1513/14) provides these prerequisites for successful
alchemists in his fifteenth-century poem Ordinal of Alchemy (1477), which Ashmole includes
first and foremost in the Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum.40 Norton laments the low success
rate of alchemists, particularly the fact that most of them fail because of their Avarice:
Good Men and Bad, even Numberlesse,
(The latter, but without successe)
Desire the Art: But still (Alas!)
They are so given to Avarice
That of a Million, hardly three

Ashmole claims that Norton was a successful alchemist as well: “our Author was so
happy as to become a Master of this Science very early: which he learned in forty dayes.”
Ashmole, Theatrum, 438. See also Thomas Norton, Ordinal of Alchemy, in Theatrum
Chemicum Britannicum, 1–106. Compare Norton, Thomas Norton’s Ordinal of Alchemy, ed.
John Reidy, EETS, os, 272 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975). For more on Norton,
see notably Reidy, “Thomas Norton and the Ordinall of Alchemy,” Ambix 6:2 (1957): 59–85;
E. J. Holmyard, “Thomas Norton, An Alchemist of Bristol,” Journal of Chemical Technology
and Biotechnology 42:24 (1923): 574–77; and more recently Cynthea Masson, “Intention to
Write, Intention to Teach: Vernacular Poetry and Pedagogy in Thomas Norton’s Ordinal of
Alchemy,” Florilegium 17 (2000): 45–58; Masson, “Queer Copulation and the Pursuit of
Divine Conjunction in Two Middle English Alchemical Poems,” in Intersections of Sexuality
and the Divine in Medieval Culture: The Word Made Flesh, ed. Susannah M. Chewning
(Aldershot, UK: Aldergate, 2005), 37–48; Masson, “Text as Stone: Desire, Sex, and the
Figurative Hermaphrodite in the Ordinal and Compound of Alchemy,” in Sexual Culture in
the Literature of Medieval Britain, ed. Amanda Hopkins, Robert Allan Rouse, and Cory
James Rushton (Cambridge, UK: D. S. Brewer, 2014), 112–26; and David Hadbawnik,
“Alchemical Language: Latin and the Vernacular in the Poetry of Thomas Norton and John
Gower,” in Vernacular Aesthetics in the Later Middle Ages: Politics, Performativity, and
Reception from Literature to Music, ed. Katharine W. Jager (Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2019), 201–31.
40
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Were ere Ordaind for Alchimy.41
Norton also validates alchemical practice; the science itself is true in his current age, but few
will get there, and he makes it clear that
“Numberlesse” men have failed. As the
title of his text suggests, he argues that
the ordinal of alchemy is a holy ritual,
with its practitioners devoting their
services to the craft (“Ordaind for
Alchimy,” which is analogous to a priest
ordained for service), and he cites his
statistic of alchemical success to indicate
the constant threat of Avarice.42 Jason
appears to be the ideal alchemist, but
ironically, after successfully completing
Figure 4: Ashmole, Theatrum Chemicum
Britannicum, p. 12. Image reproduced by
permission of the Rare Book and Special
Collections Division, The Library of Congress,
Washington, D. C.

his quest/alchemical experimentations
and numerous achievements with
Medea’s assistance, he is given to

Avarice when he commits perjury. In this sense, Jason embodies Norton’s cautionary words –
Avarice is ultimately his undoing and he soon forsakes everyone around him. It is Medea
who ultimately proves to be the better alchemist (if the tale is read as alchemical) and
worthier of Norton’s ordinance, showing alchemical success through rejuvenating his father,

Norton, “Preface,” in Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum, trans. Elias Ashmole, 3.
Compare Reidy, in Thomas Norton’s Ordinal of Alchemy, I.228, 11.
41

The MED defines “ordinal” as a “book setting forth the order of divine serves and
other ecclesiastical rules’ and “rules for the ordination of clergy.” Reidy further compares the
ordinal of alchemy to the Church’s ordinal for saints’ days for the liturgy, which Norton most
likely intended. See Reidy’s comments in Norton, Ordinal of Alchemy, lxviii.
42
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helping him acquire the Fleece, and possessing a strong moral character in Gower’s version.
Gower also positions Jason’s tale as a cautionary tale about avarice, which is widely seen as a
central pitfall for practicing alchemists.
Jason’s desire to travel and explore can also be read as comparable to alchemical
experimentation and practice:
This worthi Jason, sore alongeth
To se the strange regiouns
And knowe the condiciouns
Of othre marches where he wente. (V.3282–5)
Not only is Jason described as “worthi,” which suggests his potential for alchemical
excellence, but he also shows enthusiasm and interest for the “condiciouns” of his travel. It
can also be read as showing a philosophical interest in starting and mastering the Great Work,
which involves metaphorically exploring many “strange regiouns” and “condiciouns.”
Gower’s portrayal of the Golden Fleece further suggests a potential alchemical reading
of the poem. He describes the difficulty and elusiveness of acquiring the Golden Fleece as
well as the fact that it may be non-existent:
And yit ful many a worthi kniht
It hadde assaied, as their dorste,
And evere it fell hem the worste. (V.3276–8)
Moreover, attempts to find the Stone (or Golden Fleece) have failed, and even the worthiest
men (“many a worthi kniht”) have tried and failed. Yet Jason emerges triumphant in his quest
despite the odds.
Jason proves his extraordinary qualities through his alchemical success and
completion of his quest to find the Golden Fleece. With his skills and help from Medea, he
not only proves the Golden Fleece’s existence, but also acquires it, and it is through his
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industriousness and hard labor that he is successful. The obstacles that Jason faces include a
serpent/dragon, fire-breathing oxen, sowing the teeth of the serpent, and finally the knights
conjured from this act (V.3529–34). Medea describes to him
Hou Mars, which god of armes was,
Hath set tuo oxen stern and stoute,
That caste fyr and flamme aboute
Bothe at the mouth and ate nase,
So that thei setten al on blase
What thing that passeth hem between,
And forthermore upon the grene
Ther goth the flees of gold to keep
A serpent, which mai nevere slepe. (V.3506–14)
The serpent and dragon in particular are reminiscent of alchemical illustrations, including
ones found in Ashmole’s compendium, and present the experimental challenges that the
aspiring adept must face.43 The fire-breathing oxen, for example, “That caste fyr and flamme
aboute / Bothe at the mouth and ate nase” (V.3608–9), represent the dangers of the fiery
furnace, and are comparable to the alchemical dragon, which features elsewhere in the
Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum.44 The serpent also appears among the text’s illustrations,

For more on the illustrations in Ashmole’s Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum, see
Corbett, “Ashmole and the Pursuit of Alchemy,” 326–36, and Bruce Janacek, “A Virtuoso’s
History: Antiquarianism and the Transmission of Knowledge in the Alchemical Studies of
Elias Ashmole,” Journal of the History of Ideas 69:3 (2008): 395–417. For more examples of
alchemical illustrations, see “The Alchemy Website,” Adam McLean
https://www.alchemywebsite.com/index.html, last accessed 27 March 2020.
43

44

See Ashmole, Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum, 212–3, 379. The dragons notably
appear just before and at the beginning of the poem Hermes Bird in Ashmole’s text. While
the oxen are not explicitly alchemical dragons, they share similarities with them, particularly
their fire-breathing qualities as well as their duality, which metaphorically represents
Mercury and Sulphur. The two separate dragons copulate and unite, joining male and female
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featuring on the title page alongside a toad and Hermes bird. Like the alchemical serpent,
Gower’s adder is also poisonous, and “The teth of th’ addre he [Jason] must sowe” (V.3528),
and metaphorically represents Mercury.45 Moreover, these creatures are imbued with
supernatural powers, such as the serpent who “mai nevere slepe,” suggesting a need for
alchemical mastery. Jason must slay these animals in order to reach the Golden Fleece, that is
alchemical perfection.46 He is rewarded for his hard work and labor, however, with the
Golden Fleece or Philosopher’s Stone, which links to the industriousness of alchemy in Book
IV. Yeager comments that the Fleece “functions not only as the end of Jason’s quest, but also
as a sign, first telegraphing, then standing for his triumph.”47 Although Yeager’s comments
refer to Gower’s moral reading of the tale, it can be applied to the alchemical reading as well.
Acquiring the Golden Fleece Hermetically represents the end of the alchemical quest, with
the alchemist succeeding in his art. The Philosopher’s Stone is a physical signifier or trophy
of Jason’s personal success, epitomizing his triumph of the Great Work. Yeager also rightly
adds that Jason’s “fleece is equivalent to identity.”48 Throughout the different renditions of

alchemical seeds to enable metallic transmutation. See also Abraham, A Dictionary of
Alchemical Imagery, 59–60.
45

See Ashmole, Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum, A1r, and Abraham, A Dictionary
of Alchemical Imagery, 181–2. Ashmole’s illustration alongside the toad and Hermes bird
signifies their complementary union to create the Philosopher’s Stone. The serpent also
represents corrupt matter which must be reduced to prime matter to become pure. I suggest
that Jason’s sowing of the adder’s teeth suggests a similar process, acquiring and putrefying
the poisonous teeth as a means of acquiring the Golden Fleece (Philosopher’s Stone).
The Venetian Renaissance alchemist Giovanni Agnelli comments “The golden
fleece is not given unto Jason, unlesse first he undergoe the sure and dangerous labours,”
suggesting the importance of overcoming these tasks in order to achieve alchemical
perfection. See Agnelli, Revelation of the Secret Spirit, 46, quoted in Abraham, A Dictionary
of Alchemical Imagery, 88. Willard argues that Jason slaying the dragon represents the
Sublimate of Mercury. See Willard, “The Metamorphoses of Metals,” 154.
46

47

Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 119.

48

Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 120.
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the story of Jason and the Golden Fleece, the Fleece has remained a constant signifier of
Jason’s victory and success. Similarly, the alchemical reading suggests that Jason is defined
according to his alchemical prowess; his achievements with the Philosopher’s Stone not only
validates alchemy but ranks him alongside other successful alchemists in literature.
In Ashmole’s reading, Medea takes on the role of alchemical master, possessing the
charms and secrets that enable Jason to reach the Golden Fleece. Moreover, she heals Jason’s
father Aeson (“The Rejuvenation of Aeson”), and for late medieval and early modern
alchemical readers, these two acts were viewed as evidence for potential alchemical
allegory.49 Medea restores and prolongs Aeson’s youth through her ritual of death and
rebirth, which was one of alchemy’s core goals.50 She goes to great lengths to prepare for the
ritual, including driving a chariot for nine days, collecting the ingredients necessary for it,
and then performing it.51 Medea prays to Hecate and conducts a magical act to rejuvenate
Aeson (V.4034ff) before cutting a wound into his side and giving him a revitalizing
concoction to drink, which in turn restores his life and youth. Gower explicitly identifies her
supernatural power as well:
Sche was, as who seith, a goddesse;

Amy Wygant points out that the “Rejuvenation of Aeson” episode, which is taken
from Ovid’s Metamorphoses Book VII, was also popular in sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury art. See Wygant, Medea, Magic, and Modernity in France: Stage and Histories,
1553–1797 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007), 37. While it appears more prominently in
Renaissance alchemical writings, this episode also notably appears in Petrus Bonus’
fourteenth-century alchemical treatise Pretiosa Margarita Novella (The New Pearl of Great
Price), in which Aeson’s rejuvenation exemplifies how the alchemist must “work on himself
with great care.” See Siobhán McElduff, “Epilogue: The Multiple Medeas of the Middle
Ages,” Ramus 41:2 (2012): 190–205 (190, 202 n. 2).
49

50

Robert E. Krebs, Groundbreaking Scientific Experiments: Inventions and
Discoveries of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance (Westport: Greenwood Press, 2003),
177.
The ingredients for Aeson’s healing drink include an owl, a 900-year-old raven, and
a shark (V.4131–9). Compare Bakalian, Aspects of Love, 94.
51
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And what hir liste, more or lesse
Sche dede, in bokes as we finde,
That passeth over manneskinde (V.4099–4100)
If read as an alchemical tale not only is her power beyond “manneskinde” (or human nature),
but she is described as a “goddesse,” transcending the very knowledge and existence of men.
Medea is essentially beyond human and not bound to the limitations of human knowledge
and understanding. Her supernatural attributes further solidify her role as Jason’s alchemical
guide and master, providing him with the supernatural knowledge and guidance needed to
acquire the Philosopher’s Stone. In Gower’s version, this act in addition to acquiring the
Golden Fleece are also important because they reveal her love and devotion for Jason and
essentially prove that her love for him is true. She would literally do anything for her
beloved, including using her supernatural powers to achieve the seemingly impossible.
As an enchantress, Medea’s relationship with Jason also symbolizes a connection
between magic and science, with Jason as the aspiring adept and Medea as a supernatural
figure and alchemical master who knows more than he knows and provides him with
information that he needs to survive and succeed. Ellen Shaw Bakalian rightly describes her
as a “helpmeet with not only the answers but the necessary magic.”52 Moreover, it is
important to note that, prior to Jason’s perjury, Medea uses her magic for good to gain the
Fleece and help Jason’s father, revealing her selflessness and love for him.53 They enter a
contract as part of her imparting her knowledge to him:
If thou wolt holde covenant
To love, of al the remenant
I schal thi lif and honour save,
52

Bakalian, Aspects of Love, 92.

53

Bakalian, Aspects of Love, 94.
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That thou the flees of gold schalt have. (V.3449–52)
Medea effectively promises him the Golden Fleece if he will keep his promise to her and
trusts him to keep it. Jason returns the vows as well: “[…] Al at youre ogne wille, / Ma dame,
I schal treuly fulfille / Youre heste, while mi lif mai laste” (V.3453–5). Moreover, they say
their vows under the statue of Jupiter, signifying the binding of their covenant (V.3483–5).
This can also be read alchemically as offering alchemical secrets in exchange for his
“chymical wedding.” They have exchanged vows, which in medieval terms was akin to
marriage, yet alchemy was also seen as a “marriage” between substances. The alchemists
believed that principles (Sulphur and Mercury, which are principles rather than the lower case
substances sulphur and mercury) could join together to create a purer alchemical form, and
they were often personified as two lovers, usually male and female, who would unite through
their “marriage” and sexual union.54 Similarly, Jason and Medea exchange their marital vows
and sleep together in sexual union, which can be read as an alchemical union of substances.55
Unfortunately, Jason ultimately does not keep this covenant, representing the greedy or
immoral alchemist who chooses wealth and cupidity over true love. Medea also provides him

The “chymical wedding” was also known as the conjunction stage. For more on the
“chymical wedding”, see notably Abraham, A Dictionary of Alchemical Imagery, 35–8,
Linden, The Alchemy Reader, 17, and Schuler, Alchemical Poetry, 1575–1700: From
Previously Unpublished Manuscripts (London: Routledge, 2013), 117 n. 433ff. The metaphor
of the “chymical wedding” appears prominently in Johann Andreae’s The Chymical Wedding
of Christian Rosenkreutz (1616). For more on Andreae’s work, see Didier Kahn, “The
Rosicrucian Hoax in France (1623–4),” in Secrets of Nature: Astrology and Alchemy in Early
Modern Europe, ed. William R. Newman and Anthony Grafton (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
2001), 235–344 (238). Cf. Joseph E. Grennen, “Saint Cecilia’s ‘Chemical Wedding’”: The
Unity of the Canterbury Tales, Fragment VIII,” The Journal of English and German
Philology 65:3 (1966): 466–81.
54

Gower describes their sexual union as “Thei hadden bothe what thei wolde”
(V.3499), suggesting their mutual love and desire for each other. Bakalian observes that their
sexual union offers reciprocal delight for both man and woman (V.3499), which I suggest can
be read as a harmonious union between Sulphur and Mercury. See Bakalian, Aspects of Love,
92.
55
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with a magical ring that will protect him from harm and helps him fight the creatures
guarding the Fleece as well as an ointment against the dragon’s fire, glue for the oxen, and
her spells.56 If read as an alchemical allegory, the ring and other enchantments she gives him
function as magical catalysts for transmutation for enabling the death of the metaphorical
serpent and eventually acquiring the Philosopher’s Stone:
Tho tok sche forth a riche tye
Mad al of gold and of perrie,
Out of the which sche nam a ring,
The stone was worth al other thing. (V.3559–62)
His “animal death” represents the first stage of alchemical transmutation, which is known as
the nigredo stage, or the putrefaction or blackening stage, which involves purging the
alchemical substance of its earthly matter.57 While the other stages albedo and rubedo are not
as clearly defined in this alchemical reading, the fires of the oxen could be read as the fires of
the furnace and certainly a challenge for any practicing alchemist. The battle with these
creatures also reflects the extreme labor required for alchemical transmutation: “For that
serpent made him travaile / So harde and sore of his bataile” (V. 3700–1). Jason effectively
achieves the Fleece/Stone through his intensive physical labor.
Medea’s magical ritual with Aeson also recalls the nigredo stage of alchemy:
And tok a swerd was of assay,
With which a wounde upon his side

Bakalian comments that “Medea knows what Jason will encounter in his quest to
gain the Fleece, and this is information he is not going to find anywhere else.” When read
alchemically, I suggest that Jason requires the secrets of alchemy (Medea’s knowledge of the
obstacles guarding the Fleece) to gain the Philosopher’s Stone, and through his love for
Medea and her supernatural knowledge (she is a source of alchemical wisdom), he can gain
access to them. See Bakalian, Aspects of Love, 92.
56

Grennen, “Jargon Transmuted: Alchemy in Chaucer’s Canon’s Yeoman’s Tale,”
Fordham University, Ph. D. Dissertation, 1960, 170.
57
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Sche made, that therout mai slyde,
The blod withinne, which was old
And sek and trouble and fieble and cold.
And tho sche tok unto his us
Of herbes al the beste jus,
And poured it into his wounde;
That made his veynes fulle and sounde. (V.4156–64)
Medea cuts him open and his old blood pours out, all “fieble and cold” and in a state of
decay. This act metaphorically purges the earthly, transient matter (his old blood) from his
body and restores him with fresh blood that will prolong him, with “veynes fulle and
sounde.” In alchemical terms, Medea’s actions also demonstrate her mastery of alchemy,
specifically her capacity to restore Aeson to “Liche unto twenty wynter age” (V.4170).
Moreover, she acts in the name of love, showing her moral rectitude and perfection required
for the “ordinal of alchemy,” with Genius proclaiming
Lo, what mihte eny man devise,
A womman schewe in eny wise
Mor hertly love in every stede,
Than Medea to Jason dede? (V.4175–8)
For Genius, Medea’s love for Jason represents a perfect romantic love. Medea is a “perfect”
lover, and she can also be read as the “perfect” alchemist who is successful in her task. As the
tragedy of the tale shows, however, she is too good for Jason, both in love and if read as an
alchemist. As a result, Jason does not reciprocate her ideal love.
Despite the apparent collaboration between alchemical master and aspiring adept
(Medea and Jason) in attaining the Golden Fleece as well as Medea’s extraordinary displays
of love for him, Jason ultimately rejects this alliance, choosing the Golden Fleece and Creusa
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over Medea and thus breaking his oath.58 This is a cardinal sin for Gower and a cautionary
tale for the alchemist: Jason had it all, and he throws it away for his own interests and another
woman. It also reflects human fallibility: despite the secrets given to him and the love shown,
Jason cannot appreciate it, and thus he falls short of greatness. He is unable to attain the
alchemical and moral excellence of Medea, although he is successful at alchemy with her
help. If a successful alchemist such as Jason has such major character flaws, then this calls
into question the moral rectitude and well-being of all alchemists. Yet Ashmole suggests that
alchemy works in this allegory, and thus it is Jason’s rewarding labor that should be the focus
of the hermetic reading rather than his Avarice. In the context of Ashmole’s compendium,
then, the story of Jason and the Golden Fleece can appear decontextualized and erroneous,
but given a wider reading of Books IV and V as well as consideration of the alchemical Jason
tradition in Renaissance Europe, this alchemical reading can appear more lucid and valuable
to early modern as well as modern readers.

Conclusion
I have argued that Gower’s tale of Jason and the Golden Fleece story can be read as
an alchemical allegory connecting to the early modern tradition of reading classical tales as
Hermetical, although Gower did not intend for this reading. In Gower’s version, Jason’s story
functions as an exemplum for perjury in which he loves Medea, and she helps him heal his
elderly father and reach the Golden Fleece before breaking his oaths and abandoning her. If it
is read as an alchemical allegory, Jason represents the aspiring adept, Medea his alchemical
master, and the Golden Fleece the Philosopher’s Stone. Ashmole’s reading of Gower’s
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version is also noteworthy since he validates alchemical success with Jason’s discovery of the
Stone, yet it also provides a moral warning against alchemists in the Confessio Amantis. As
an alchemical allegory, Medea guides Jason to his goal, using her magic (as seen in the
“Rejuvenation of Aeson” episode and her enchanted ring) and her love (their “chymical
wedding”). Moreover, Jason’s intensive labors represent the idealized industriousness in the
ancient world that Gower describes in Book IV, suggesting further motivation behind
Ashmole’s overlooked reading of the tale as alchemical, although Gower’s intentions were
different and Ashmole likely read the tale out of context. Reading the medieval version of a
classical story through a Renaissance lens, however, brings together medieval and early
modern understanding of the tales and provides a better sense of the different frameworks and
literary motives at play. While Gower uses Jason’s story to illustrate the dangers of perjury
within his exemplary framework, Ashmole uses Gower’s alchemical section in Book IV and
the poet’s version of Jason’s tale to fit his own framework. As a result, his appropriation
enhances the value of English alchemy and its literature for his audience. Ashmole suggests a
reading where the Philosopher’s Stone can be attained, if only for the alchemist to lose
everything to his vices.
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